5 THE SUGGESTIBILITY 
OF NEURO科学
The London Fountain Co. presents a prototype for a new drinking fountain that has been designed by resolutions of public desire.

6 A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE 
INHERITANCES
Artist in Residence Victoria Adukwei Bulley presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

7 RESONANT BODIES
Resonant Bodies has been commissioned by the Royal Academy to explore the potential of 3D printing as an industrial form of production, exploring the links between British slave-ownership and contemporary technologies.

8 BLACK CELEBRATION
Black Celebration of Design Medal winners are presented in a free exhibition commissioned by Designer Crafts Council in The Blavatnik Hall.

9 THE FUTURE STARTS HERE
The Future Starts Here presents an exhibition featuring the work of the year’s Britsh Land Celebrations of Design Medal winners at the V&A, drawing together some of the most exciting and innovative projects from around the world.

10 THE ART OF MUSIC IN THE DIGITAL AGE
The Art of Music in the Digital Age presents an exhibition of music and design, inspired by Pentagram × 14–18 NOW in a commissioned project for London Design Festival.

11 CEAL DIGITAL MARKET OF KNOWLEDGE
Ceal Digital Market of Knowledge presents an exhibition of music and design, inspired by Pentagram × 14–18 NOW in a commissioned project for London Design Festival.

12 JAMEEL PRIZE
Jameel Prize 5 presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

13 ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT
Artificially Intelligent presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

14 VASE & COVER
Vase & Cover presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

15 DOOR TO DESIGN YEAR 2
Door to Design Year 2 presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

16 THE TRANSFORMATION 
OF KNOWLEDGE
The Transformation of Knowledge presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

17 BRITISH LAND CELEBRATION 
OF DESIGN MEDAL EXHIBITION
British Land Celebration of Design Medal Exhibition presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

18 PIERROT LABORIEUX

19 THE ONION FARM
The Onion Farm by Henrik Vibskov invites visitors to explore and touch this installation, where red textile becomes alive.

20 THE ART OF MUSIC IN THE DIGITAL AGE
The Art of Music in the Digital Age presents an exhibition of music and design, inspired by Pentagram × 14–18 NOW in a commissioned project for London Design Festival.

21 RESONANT BODIES
Resonant Bodies presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

22 THE SHAKESPEARE OF ENGLISH FURNITURE:
The Shakespeare of English Furniture presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

23 WITHOUT WALLS:
Without Walls presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

24 CONTEMPORARY SPARE, GENERAL SOCIETY
Contemporary Spare, General Society presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

25 DOOR TO DESIGN YEAR 2
Door to Design Year 2 presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

26 A SERIES OF UNFORTUNATE 
INHERITANCES
A Series of Unfortunate Inheritance presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

27 WITHOUT WALLS:
Without Walls presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

28 UNFORTUNATE INHERITANCES
Unfortunate Inheritance presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

29 VASE & COVER
Vase & Cover presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

30 MYTH AND MORTALITY:
Myth and Mortality presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

31 VOLUME PEAK
Volume Peak presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

32 THE SHAKESPEARE OF ENGLISH FURNITURE:
The Shakespeare of English Furniture presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

33 THE VASES OF THE ONION FARM
The Vases of the Onion Farm by Henrik Vibskov invites visitors to explore and touch this installation, where red textile becomes alive.

34 CONTEMPORARY SPARE, GENERAL SOCIETY
Contemporary Spare, General Society presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

35 CEAL DIGITAL MARKET OF KNOWLEDGE
Ceal Digital Market of Knowledge presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

36 THE FUTURE STARTS HERE
The Future Starts Here presents an exhibition featuring the work of the year’s Britsh Land Celebrations of Design Medal winners at the V&A, drawing together some of the most exciting and innovative projects from around the world.

37 RESONANT BODIES
Resonant Bodies presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

38 JAMEEL PRIZE
Jameel Prize 5 presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

39 UNFORTUNATE INHERITANCES
Unfortunate Inheritance presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

40 VASE & COVER
Vase & Cover presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

41 THE ONION FARM
The Onion Farm by Henrik Vibskov invites visitors to explore and touch this installation, where red textile becomes alive.

42 THE SHAKESPEARE OF ENGLISH FURNITURE:
The Shakespeare of English Furniture presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

43 WITHOUT WALLS:
Without Walls presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

44 CONTEMPORARY SPARE, GENERAL SOCIETY
Contemporary Spare, General Society presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

45 CEAL DIGITAL MARKET OF KNOWLEDGE
Ceal Digital Market of Knowledge presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

46 THE FUTURE STARTS HERE
The Future Starts Here presents an exhibition featuring the work of the year’s Britsh Land Celebrations of Design Medal winners at the V&A, drawing together some of the most exciting and innovative projects from around the world.

47 RESONANT BODIES
Resonant Bodies presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

48 JAMEEL PRIZE
Jameel Prize 5 presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

49 UNFORTUNATE INHERITANCES
Unfortunate Inheritance presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

50 VASE & COVER
Vase & Cover presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

51 THE ONION FARM
The Onion Farm by Henrik Vibskov invites visitors to explore and touch this installation, where red textile becomes alive.

52 THE SHAKESPEARE OF ENGLISH FURNITURE:
The Shakespeare of English Furniture presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

53 WITHOUT WALLS:
Without Walls presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

54 CONTEMPORARY SPARE, GENERAL SOCIETY
Contemporary Spare, General Society presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

55 CEAL DIGITAL MARKET OF KNOWLEDGE
Ceal Digital Market of Knowledge presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

56 THE FUTURE STARTS HERE
The Future Starts Here presents an exhibition featuring the work of the year’s Britsh Land Celebrations of Design Medal winners at the V&A, drawing together some of the most exciting and innovative projects from around the world.

57 RESONANT BODIES
Resonant Bodies presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

58 JAMEEL PRIZE
Jameel Prize 5 presents an exhibition of contemporary art from across the world, featuring works by emerging and established artists.

59 UNFORTUNATE INHERITANCES
Unfortunate Inheritance presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

60 VASE & COVER
Vase & Cover presents a series of album innovations – from a musical jacket woven with Wolfe’s music to the musical labour rendered audible.

61 THE ONION FARM
The Onion Farm by Henrik Vibskov invites visitors to explore and touch this installation, where red textile becomes alive.